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Sleep States Differentiate Single Neuron Activity Recorded from
Human Epileptic Hippocampus, Entorhinal Cortex, and Subiculum
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Animal models of epilepsy have shown that synchronous burst
firing is associated with epileptogenesis, yet the evidence from
human studies linking neuronal synchrony and burst firing to
epileptogenesis remains equivocal. Sleep–wake states have
been shown to differentially modulate the generation of epileptiform EEG spikes between brain regions of greater and lesser
seizure-generating potential, providing information that helps to
identify the primary epileptogenic region. Using these statedependent mechanisms to assist us in identifying neuronal
correlates of human epilepsy, we recorded interictal neuronal
activity from mesial temporal lobe (MTL) areas in epileptic
patients implanted with depth electrodes required for medical
diagnosis during polysomnographically defined sleep–wake
states. Results show that single neurons recorded ipsilateral to
seizure-initiating MTL (“epileptic”) areas had significantly higher
firing rates ( p ⫽ 0.01) and burst propensity ( p ⫽ 0.01) and
greater synchrony of discharges ( p ⫽ 0.003) compared with
neurons recorded from contralateral non-seizure-generating
MTL (“non-epileptic”) areas. In particular, during episodes of

slow wave sleep (SWS) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep,
epileptic hippocampal neurons had significantly higher burst
rates compared with non-epileptic hippocampal neurons (both
p ⫽ 0.01). In contrast, during episodes of wakefulness (Aw), no
difference in burst firing between epileptic and non-epileptic
hippocampal neurons was observed. Furthermore, synchronous firing was significantly higher between epileptic MTL neurons compared with non-epileptic MTL neurons during SWS
( p ⫽ 0.04) and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.02), but no difference in
neuronal synchrony was found between epileptic and nonepileptic neurons during Aw. These results provide evidence
that sleep states differentially modulate abnormal epileptogenic
neuronal discharge properties within human MTL and confirm
that neuronal burst firing and enhanced neuronal synchrony
observed in experimental animal models of epilepsy characterizes human epilepsy as well.

Numerous studies using animal models of epilepsy have shown
that synchronous neuronal burst firing is associated with epileptogenicity (Wyler et al., 1975; Schwartzkroin and Prince, 1977;
Perez-Velazquez et al., 1994; Jensen and Yaari, 1997; Scharfman
et al., 2001). In contrast, investigations of the neuronal electrophysiological correlates of human epilepsy are few, and the evidence from human interictal recordings that does exist does not
strongly agree with the data from experimental animal models.
For example, Wyler and colleagues (1982) rarely observed synchronous firing between single neurons within epileptogenic areas except at the onset of an ictal event. Other investigators have
reported either no difference in the distribution of burst-firing
neurons or a reduction in burst firing among neurons recorded
ipsilateral to seizure-generating regions compared with neurons
within contralateral homotopic areas (Isokawa-Akesson et al.,
1989; Colder et al., 1996a; Telfeian et al., 1999).
Most of the evidence of human neuronal correlates of epileptogenicity derives from either in vitro studies (Prince and Wong,

1981) or in vivo recordings without attention to behavioral state
(Wyler and Ward, 1981; Babb et al., 1987; Isokawa-Akesson et al.,
1987, 1989; Colder et al., 1996a–c). However, an extensive literature indicates that epileptiform EEG abnormalities and clinical
seizures are generally influenced by changes in state of vigilance,
alertness, or awareness, such as those during the sleep–wake cycle
(Autret et al., 1997; Jobst et al., 2001; Mendez and Radtke, 2001).
Typically, episodes of non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep
are associated with an increase in epileptogenicity, whereas episodes of REM sleep are associated with a reduction in epileptogenicity (Shouse et al., 2000). Investigations into the cellular
mechanisms involved in the generation of the characteristic EEG
patterns associated with sleep states offer important insights into
the activation of epileptiform activity during sleep (Steriade and
Contreras, 1995). Networks of cortical neurons involved in synchronizing thalamically generated ␦ oscillations that occur during
slow wave sleep (SWS) may serve as the preferential substrate for
epileptiform spike-wave activity (Steriade et al., 1998). Furthermore, polysomnographic studies of human epilepsy have provided
evidence that brain regions consistently initiating seizures generate epileptiform EEG events that are more autonomous than
non-seizure-initiating regions, i.e., they demonstrate less rate
change across sleep–wake states. This information can be used to
help localize the primary epileptogenic area for surgery (Lieb et
al., 1980; Rossi et al., 1984; Sammaritano et al., 1991).
Given the importance of comparing human epileptogenic neuronal activity with that found in animal models of epilepsy, and
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the utility of polysomnography as an investigative tool, we asked
whether changes across the sleep–wake cycle would affect the
firing of neurons recorded ipsilateral to seizure-generating mesial
temporal lobe (MTL) areas differently than it affects neurons
recorded from contralateral MTL areas where seizure initiation
did not occur. Interictal neuronal activity was recorded in epileptic patients implanted with depth electrodes required for medical
diagnosis and was quantitatively evaluated during polysomnographically defined episodes of waking (Aw), SWS, and REM
sleep. Measures of firing rate, burst propensity, and synchronous
discharge were thus compared on the basis of epileptogenicity
(ability of brain region to generate spontaneous seizures), sleep–
waking state, and anatomical structure to identify single neuron
discharge correlates of epileptogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Interictal recordings were obtained from 17 patients with medically intractable complex partial seizures. Before clinically required
depth electrode implantation for the investigation and localization of
seizure onset area, patients gave their informed consent for participation
in these research studies under the approval of the University of C alifornia L os Angeles (UCL A) Internal Review Board. Each patient was
surgically implanted with 8 –14 flexible polyurethane clinical depth electrodes (1.25 mm diameter) stereotactically targeted to clinically relevant
brain areas. These electrodes were monitored on a 24 hr basis along with
video behavioral monitoring to find those brain areas in which spontaneous seizure activity began first (Fried et al., 1999). Patients in whom a
seizure onset area could be localized became candidates for surgical
removal of epileptic sites if resection of the area would not produce any
unacceptable neurological deficit. L ocalization of the seizure onset zone
was based on the recording of 3–10 seizures during the average 2 weeks
that patients spent in the hospital. For each subject, f unctional and
anatomical data from depth electrode recordings and neuroimaging were
used to identif y the epileptogenic region (Engel, 1996).
Electrodes and localization. Neuronal activity was recorded from bundles of nine platinum –iridium microwires, which were inserted through
the lumen of the seven-contact clinical depth electrodes, so that they
extended 3–5 mm beyond the tip of the clinical electrode. Microwires
were 40 m in diameter with impedances ranging from 200 and 500 k⍀.
Electrode tips were localized using the combined information from
post-implant computed tomography (C T) scans co-registered with preimplant 1.5 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans and skull x-ray
films (Fig. 1). The imaging software that was used (Brain Navigator,
Grass-Telefactor Corp., Philadelphia, PA) allowed for visualization and
highlighting of electrode tip locations on C T scans, which were automatically registered to the MRI scans. Anatomical boundaries were based on
references of mesial temporal lobe anatomy by Duvernoy (1998) and
Amaral and Insausti (1990). Only microwires verified to be located in
hippocampus (Hip), subiculum (Sub), and entorhinal cortex (EC) were
used in analyses.
Overnight pol ysomnographic sleep studies. Sleep studies were conducted
on the hospital ward within each subject’s room. Studies were conducted
48 –72 hr after surgery and typically began between the hours of 10 P.M.
and midnight and ended at 7 A.M. the following morning. Patients
continued taking their standard doses of anticonvulsant medications
during this period. Sleep staging was performed according to the criteria
of Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968). The sleep montage consisted of two
disc electrodes placed supra- and infra-orbitally to record eye movements; two disc electrodes were placed on the chin to record submental
muscle tone, and two O-Flexon stainless steel needle electrodes were
placed during surgery at “10 –20” positions C3 and C4 on the scalp, with
each referred to the contralateral auris externa to record cortical EEG
activity. Sleep –wake stages were categorized as waking, stages 1 through
4 sleep, and rapid eye movement sleep. Single neurons recorded during
the stages defined as Aw, stages 3 and 4, from herein referred to as SWS,
and REM sleep were analyzed for firing rate, bursting activity, and
synchrony of discharges. Sleep stages 1 and 2 were not included for
analyses to better contrast neuronal activity during states of wakef ulness
and non-REM sleep.
Electrophysiolog y and data anal ysis. Continuous EEG was recorded
wide band (0.1 Hz –5 kHz) and sampled at 10 kHz with 12-bit precision
using RC Electronics software (Santa Barbara, CA). Data files containing

Figure 2. Single neuron detection and separation based on a waveform
clustering method. A, High-pass-filtered signal (300 Hz) used in triggering
spike waveforms. Asterisk denotes burst of spikes (action potentials). B,
Waveform separation using cluster-cutting method. Spike waveform attributes, such as peak amplitude and first positive peak amplitude, are
plotted on x–y scatterplots. Waveforms with similar attributes tend to form
clusters and are grouped as representative of the activity from putative
single neurons. Shown above the scatterplot are the averaged waveforms
of the spikes within each cluster. C, Autocorrelograms of spike activity
from neuron 1 (C1) and neuron 2 (C2). Note the absence of any spikes in
bins after time 0 and ⬍5 msec, indicating that no spikes occurred within
the refractory period of the neuron. Bin width ⫽ 1 msec.
up to 16 channels of EEG were copied onto compact disc for off-line
analysis. Channels were visually examined for the presence of neuronal
activity and high-pass filtered at 300 Hz with 36 dB roll-off (Fig. 2 A).
E xtracellularly recorded action potentials with amplitude ⬎3:1 signalto-noise were triggered and separated using DataWave Technologies, C P
Analysis software (L ongmont, C O). Separation of action potentials
(“spikes”) representing the activity from a single neuron was performed
using a spike waveform-based “cluster-cutting” technique described previously (Staba et al., 2002). Briefly, spike waveform attributes, like the
two illustrated in Figure 2 B, were extracted from each triggered spike
and plotted on x–y scatterplots. Spikes with similar attributes would form
clusters and would be grouped. To confirm the accurate placement of
cluster boundaries and to remove any remaining artifacts, spike waveforms were visually inspected, and autocorrelograms were constructed
with a time base of 100 msec and bin-width of 1 msec for each single
neuron (Fig. 2C). A spike train with an absence of spikes within the 0 –2
msec bins (refractory period) was considered a single neuron. A spike
train with counts greater than mean firing frequency during the refractory period was considered multiple neurons and reclustered. During
reclustering, a spike train with an absence of a clear refractory period was
termed multiple neuron activity and omitted from the analysis. Crosscorrelograms with 1 msec bin-widths were constructed for all simultaneously recorded neurons. Pairs of neurons recorded on different microwires in the same electrode bundle that demonstrated 0 msec
coincident interactions exceeding 99% confidence (Abeles, 1982) were
considered the same neuron, and one neuron was eliminated.
Neuronal discharge activity was characterized by measuring mean
firing rate and number of bursts per minute (burst rate). Burst detection
involved serially scanning each spike train to identif y short-duration,
high-frequency discharge episodes. A burst was defined as a set of at least
three consecutive spikes with all intervals ⬍20 msec; moreover, the set
had to be both preceded and followed by at least one interval ⬎20 msec.
Synchronous discharge was evaluated through the construction of crosscorrelograms with a time base of ⫾800 msec and bin-width of 10 msec.
Significant synchronous discharge was determined by the appearance of
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peaks exceeding the 99% confidence interval based on the mean number
of coincidences expected by chance. Cross-correlograms were then interpolated with a cubic spline (up sampling factor of 10), and significant
peak area was integrated with Euler’s trapezoidal method to determine
duration of time lead or lag. Strength of interaction was assessed by
measuring the area under the significant central peak and above the
mean firing rate. Areas were normalized by dividing by the mean number
of coincident discharges that would be expected to occur by chance for
each pair of neurons. Neurons that were successf ully recorded during
Aw, SWS, and REM sleep for at least 600 sec in each state were included
in the analysis.
Classification of single neuron patholog y. To identif y single neuron
recording sites as “epileptic,” two major criteria were used: electrographic seizure onsets and hippocampal atrophy. Electrographic seizure
onsets were recorded during the patient’s depth electrode telemetry
monitoring, and attending neurologists in the UCL A Seizure Disorders
C enter identified locations of seizure onset on the basis of these recordings. A single neuroradiologist at UCL A evaluated every patient’s MRI
scans for the presence or absence of hippocampal atrophy and its location
as part of the clinical evaluation. Recording sites were defined as epileptic if located ipsilateral to areas of seizure onset and either ipsilateral or
contralateral to hippocampal atrophy. Also defined as epileptic were all
recording sites located in MTL structures of patients (n ⫽ 3) with
bilateral ictal onsets. Recording sites were defined as “non-epileptic” if
seizure initiation and hippocampal atrophy were located contralaterally,
or if seizure initiation was contralateral and no atrophy was detected.
Recordings sites contralateral to seizure onset and ipsilateral to hippocampal atrophy were excluded from analyses.
Statistical anal ysis. Discharge variables were analyzed using a threefactor repeated measures ANOVA design. The factors used in the
statistical model were anatomical structure or “recording site” (EC, Hip,
and Sub) and “epileptogenicity” (epileptic and non-epileptic) as the
between group factors, and “state” (Aw, SWS, and REM sleep) as the
within group or repeated measures factor. Consistent with the requirement for normality, dependent variables were transformed with a logarithmic f unction such that Y⬘ ⫽ log ( Y). Post hoc analyses of all significant main effects and interactions in the ANOVA model were performed
using Scheffé’s test for between group comparisons and T ukey-Kramer
test for within group comparisons. Comparison of the proportion of
significant cross-correlations between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons across the three states was performed using  2 test. Comparison of
the strength of significant firing interaction of these cross-correlations
was performed using two-way ANOVA with epileptogenicity and state as
the two factors. Significance level for all statistical tests was set at p ⱕ
0.05.

RESULTS
Single neuron population
A total of 105 well isolated single neurons were recorded from the
temporal lobes of 17 patients. Thirty-one single neurons recorded
in 11 patients did not meet the sampling criterion of being
successfully recorded during all three states. For the remaining 74
single neurons, a total of 40.4 hr of interictal activity from 13
patients was analyzed during polysomnographically defined states
of Aw, SWS, and REM sleep.

Location of recording electrodes
Locations of recording electrode tips were visualized with 1.0 mm
MRI coronal slices (for technique, see Materials and Methods
and Fig. 1). Table 1 shows the number of single neurons recorded
from each MTL area. Starting at the anterior-most point and
Figure 1. Electrode tips were localized using post-implant CT images
co-registered with pre-implant MRI scans. A, An axial CT image from
patient 316 shows three electrodes within the plane from which this slice
was taken. Areas of bright signal intensity inside the contours of the skull
designate clinical electrode contacts and microwire bundles. The white
arrow points to one of the microelectrode bundles extending beyond the
distal tip of a clinical electrode. B, A coronal MRI scan co-registered with
the axial CT image shown above reveals that the microelectrode bundle
highlighted in A was located within the left hippocampus (microelectrode

4
indicated by black ⫹ within hippocampus, marked H ). An arrow also
points to subiculum, marked S (no microelectrode shown). C, MRI scans
were reconstructed in the axial (data not shown) and sagittal planes to
locate the position of electrodes in three dimensions. This sagittal MRI
scan, reconstructed from the coronal MRI shown in B, shows the position
of the microelectrode (black ⫹) within the middle hippocampus. Two
black lines demarcate the boundaries of the anterior ( A), middle ( M ), and
posterior ( P) areas of the hippocampus.
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Table 1. Number of single neurons recorded within each mesial
temporal lobe structure and segregated based on pathology
Hip

Sub

EC

Total

Epileptic
Non-epileptic

21
21

4
9

11
8

36
38

Total

42

13

19

74

Neurons located ipsilateral to areas where depth electrodes recorded seizure onsets
and concordant with side of MRI-detected hippocampal atrophy were termed
epileptic. Neurons located contralateral to areas of seizure onset and located
contralateral to atrophic hippocampi or where atrophy was undetectable were
termed non-epileptic.

proceeding posteriorly along the longitudinal axis of the Hip, 22
of the 42 Hip neurons were located within the anterior hippocampal region (also known as uncal hippocampus or pes hippocampi).
Ten Hip neurons were located in the middle or body of the
hippocampus (at anterior–posterior levels identified by the presence of the lateral geniculate nuclei on the coronal slices), although the remaining 10 neurons were located in the posterior
hippocampus or hippocampal tail. The black lines on the sagittal
MRI section shown in Figure 1C demarcate the boundaries of the
three hippocampal areas. The 13 Sub neurons were located in
subicular complex beginning posterior and inferior to the amygdalohippocampal border and extending posteriorly through levels
immediately preceding the presence of the lateral geniculate
nuclei identified on coronal slices (Fig. 1 B). The 19 EC neurons
were located within cortical areas beginning anterior and inferior
to levels identified by the hippocampal head and extending posteriorly to levels in which the body of the hippocampus becomes
visibly distinct from the head of the hippocampus. The EC area is
limited to that designated anterior hippocampus in the sagittal
section in Figure 1C.
Results from non-primate studies suggest that a functional
differentiation may exist along the septotemporal axis of the
hippocampus based on differences between dorsal and ventral
neuronal discharge properties and place field selectivity (for
review, see Moser and Moser, 1998). To assess whether there may
be differences in neuronal discharge rate and bursting along the
anterior–posterior axis of the human hippocampus, we compared
discharge properties among all neurons recorded within anterior,
middle, and posterior hippocampal areas during sleep–wake
states. Our results showed that there was no distinction among the
different human hippocampal recording sites on the basis of mean
firing rate (F(2,123) ⫽ 0.29; p ⫽ 0.7) or burst rate (F(2,123) ⫽ 1.01;
p ⫽ 0.3). Additionally, changes across states did not assist in
differentiating neurons recorded from the three hippocampal
areas on the basis of firing rate (F(4,117) ⫽ 1.29; p ⫽ 0.2) or burst
rate (F(4,117) ⫽ 1.34; p ⫽ 0.2). For these reasons, hippocampal
neurons recorded from anterior, middle, and posterior regions
were combined and analyzed as a group.

Proximity of recording sites to pathology
Of the 74 single neurons analyzed (Table 1), 36 were recorded
ipsilateral to areas generating spontaneous seizures (epileptic).
Twenty-one of these 36 neurons recorded were also ipsilateral to
atrophic hippocampi. The remaining 15 neurons were recorded
from patients without detectable atrophy in either hippocampus.
The MTL neurons that we recorded ipsilateral to seizure onsets
localized to the frontal lobe did not meet the sampling criterion
of being successfully recorded during all three states. Thirty-eight
of the 74 total neurons were recorded contralateral to area of

Figure 3. Effects of epileptogenicity on mean single-neuron firing rate
and burst rate. A, Neurons recorded within epileptic areas had significantly higher firing rates compared with neurons recorded in nonepileptic areas (firing rate reported as action potential or spikes per
second). B, Mean burst rates were significantly higher for epileptic neurons compared with non-epileptic neurons. Values are mean ⫾ SE in this
and the remaining figures. *p ⫽ 0.01.

seizure onset (non-epileptic). Of the 38 neurons recorded within
non-epileptic areas, 15 neurons were recorded contralateral to
atrophic hippocampi, although the remaining 23 were recorded
from patients without detectable hippocampal atrophy. Additionally, 6 of the 38 neurons recorded within non-epileptic areas were
recorded contralateral to seizure onsets localized to the frontal
lobe, although the remaining 32 neurons were contralateral to
epileptic mesial temporal lobe sites.

Epileptogenicity: epileptic versus non-epileptic
Figure 3A shows that overall single neurons within epileptic areas
had significantly higher firing rates compared with neurons recorded from non-epileptic areas (F(1,220) ⫽ 5.19; p ⫽ 0.02). The
mean (⫾SE) firing rate of epileptic neurons was 4.26 ⫾ 0.33
spikes per second compared with the mean firing rate of nonepileptic neurons of 2.95 ⫾ 0.29 spikes per second ( p ⫽ 0.01).
Spike bursts, like the ones illustrated in Figure 4, A and B, were
detected from single neurons recorded within epileptic and nonepileptic areas. As can be seen in the raster plots in Figure 4, A
and B, the single neuron recorded within epileptic Hip demonstrates an irregular burst firing pattern (bursts denoted by black
triangles) compared with less frequently occurring burst discharge
of the neuron recorded within non-epileptic Hip. Autocorrelograms (Fig. 4 A, B) further illustrate the propensity for the epileptic neuron to discharge at short interspike intervals (ISIs)
compared with the non-epileptic neuron. Neurons recorded
within epileptic areas had significantly higher burst rates (number
of bursts per minute) compared with neurons within non-epileptic
areas (F(1,220) ⫽ 4.20; p ⫽ 0.04) (Fig. 3B). Figure 3B shows that
the mean burst rate of neurons recorded from epileptic areas was
11.22 ⫾ 1.52 bursts per minute compared with 5.79 ⫾ 0.85 bursts
per minute for neurons recorded from non-epileptic areas ( p ⫽
0.01). The mean ISI within bursts was significantly shorter for
epileptic neurons (10.4 ⫾ 0.19 msec) compared with non-epileptic
neurons (11.4 ⫾ 0.23 msec; F(1,181) ⫽ 4.17; p ⫽ 0.04). No significant difference was observed in the mean number of spikes found
within each burst event between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons (3.7 ⫾ 0.07 spikes per burst vs 3.5 ⫾ 0.05 spikes per burst,
respectively).
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Figure 4. Burst firing from single neurons recorded within epileptic and non-epileptic hippocampal areas. The top two traces (A, B) illustrate a typical
burst event detected from two single hippocampal neurons. To the right of each trace are the autocorrelograms for each neuron. The burst event on the
left ( A) was recorded from a neuron located within the left posterior, non-atrophic hippocampus of a patient who had seizures initiating from the left
mesial temporal lobe. The burst event on the right ( B) came from a neuron recorded within the left middle hippocampus of a different patient who had
seizures initiating from the right mesial temporal lobe that contained a right sclerotic hippocampus. The two raster plots show 600 sec of discharge activity
recorded during SWS from the two neurons illustrated above, respectively. Note the more frequently occurring bursts (denoted by black triangles above
tick marks) and longer intervals of discharge suppression from the neuron recorded within the epileptic Hip compared with the neuron from the
non-epileptic Hip. Inset (top right), Bar graph shows burst rate for each neuron. Mean firing rate for each neuron was 1.9 spikes per second. Because of
the slow sweep speed, individual spikes are not distinguishable during periods of burst discharge but appear as a dense clustering of tick marks.
Calibration: A, B, 10 msec.

To assess the extent of synchronous discharge, we constructed
cross-correlograms, like the one in Figure 5A, for all simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons. Of the 381 cross-correlograms
constructed, 93 cross-correlograms had a significant peak that
occurred around the origin, indicating that these neuronal pairs
were discharging synchronously. More than 95% of significant
correlations occurred between neurons recorded on individual
tips of single microwire bundles (tips separated by millimeters),
whereas ⬍5% of significant correlations were found between
neurons recorded on tips of microwire bundles from two different
depth electrodes (separated by centimeters). Because 16% of
epileptic neurons and 30% of non-epileptic neurons discharged at
rates ⬍1 spike per second, we were unable to reliably detect
significant negative interactions (appearance of a central trough
in cross-correlogram) between neuronal pairs. Seventy-eight of
the 93 (84%) cross-correlograms had significant peak interactions
that occurred within ⫾20 msec of time 0 msec. The remaining 15
cross-correlograms had peaks that occurred within ⫾200 msec of
time 0 msec. By quantifying the incidence of synchronous firing,
our results showed that there was a greater proportion of significant cross-correlations between pairs of neurons recorded within
epileptic areas compared with neuron pairs recorded in nonepileptic areas (Fig. 5B). Thirty-one percent of the total crosscorrelations (n ⫽ 189) between neuronal pairs recorded within
epileptic areas identified synchronous firing compared with 18%

of cross-correlations (n ⫽ 192) between neuronal pairs within
non-epileptic areas ( 2 ⫽ 8.70; df ⫽ 1; p ⫽ 0.003). There was no
difference in the proportion of cross-correlograms between pairs
of epileptic neurons recorded within the same structure (94%)
compared with the number of cross-correlograms between pairs
of non-epileptic neurons recorded within the same structure
(85%; p ⬎ 0.05). We measured the strength of coincident discharge between simultaneously recorded neurons that demonstrated a significant firing interaction by calculating the area
below the peak of the cross-correlograms (Fig. 5A, area illustrated
by shaded peak) and compared the strength of synchronous firing
between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons. Although the tendency for epileptic neurons to fire synchronously was significantly
greater compared with non-epileptic neurons, the results of this
analysis showed no overall difference in the strength of synchronous firing between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons (F(1,91) ⫽
1.58; p ⫽ 0.2).

State: sleep versus waking
Figure 6, A and B, shows that the divergence in firing rate and
burst rate between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons was more
pronounced during episodes of SWS and REM sleep compared
with Aw. Contrary to these noticeable trends, our analyses of
state-related changes in neuronal firing rate and burst rate revealed that there was no significant interaction between state and
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Figure 5. Cross-correlation analysis between single neurons recorded in
epileptic regions compared with single neurons recorded within nonepileptic regions. A, Cross-correlogram of a pair of single neurons simultaneously recorded from an epileptic hippocampus during SWS. Each
neuron was recorded on a separate microwire from a bundle of microwires with contacts spaced at 500 m increments from the proximal to
distal tip of the bundle. Two long-dashed lines represent the upper and
lower 99% confidence intervals. The short-dashed line represents the
mean firing rate. The portion of the correlogram shaded black represents
the area under the significant peak used to quantitatively assess the
strength of interaction. Bin size ⫽ 10 msec. B, Percentage of crosscorrelograms showing significant discharge interactions between pairs of
neurons recorded within epileptic areas (n ⫽ 189) compared with pairs of
neurons recorded within non-epileptic areas (n ⫽ 192). Values represent
the mean percentage of cross-correlograms showing significant interactions with upper and lower confidence intervals of 95%. The solid horizontal line indicates no overlap between confidence intervals.

epilepsy (firing rate, F(2,219) ⫽ 1.41, p ⫽ 0.2; burst rate, F(2,219) ⫽
0.56, p ⫽ 0.6). Interestingly, Figure 6 B shows that both epileptic
and non-epileptic neurons had the highest rates of burst firing
during SWS compared with REM sleep and Aw. Ignoring the
effects of epileptogenicity on neuronal activity, Figure 6C reveals
significant state-related differences in neuronal burst firing
(F(2,219) ⫽ 15.42; p ⬍ 0.0001). Mean burst rate during episodes of
SWS was significantly higher compared with both Aw and REM
sleep (11.17 ⫾ 1.90 bursts per minute vs 7.50 ⫾ 1.16 and 6.63 ⫾
1.35, respectively; both p ⫽ 0.05), and in addition, burst rate
during Aw episodes was greater than during REM sleep ( p ⫽
0.05). In contrast, no state-related differences in firing rate were
found (F(2,219) ⫽ 2.90; p ⫽ 0.06) (Fig. 6C).
Examination of the interaction between state and epileptogenicity on neuronal synchrony revealed significant differences during episodes of SWS and REM sleep. Figure 7A shows that during
SWS, 49% of the cross-correlograms between neurons recorded
within epileptic areas demonstrated significant firing interactions
compared with 30% of cross-correlograms between pairs of neurons recorded within non-epileptic areas ( 2 ⫽ 4.28; df ⫽ 1; p ⫽
0.04). During REM sleep the proportion of cross-correlograms
indicating significant synchronous discharge within epileptic and
non-epileptic areas was 22 and 6%, respectively ( 2 ⫽ 5.41; df ⫽
1; p ⫽ 0.02). Episodes of Aw did not discriminate synchronous
firing between neurons recorded in epileptic compared with nonepileptic areas ( p ⫽ 0.6).
Further examination of the effect of state on neuronal synchrony using  2 shows that both epileptic and non-epileptic neurons were similarly modulated by behavioral state. In Figure 7A,
the black triangle denotes that synchronous firing between neurons recorded within epileptic areas was greater during SWS
compared with Aw and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.0008 and 0.0002).
However, no difference in the proportion of neuronal discharge
interactions was observed between episodes of Aw and REM
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sleep. Similarly, synchronous discharge between neurons recorded within non-epileptic areas was significantly greater during
SWS compared with REM sleep, represented in Figure 7A by the
black circle ( p ⫽ 0.0007). Trends but no significant differences
were observed between episodes of Aw compared with SWS ( p ⫽
0.06) or between Aw compared with episodes of REM sleep ( p ⫽
0.07). It is interesting to note that differences in neuronal synchrony were found between the two desynchronized states of Aw
and REM sleep. For neurons within non-epileptic areas, synchronous firing was notably reduced during REM sleep compared
with episodes of Aw, whereas synchronous firing between epileptic neurons during REM sleep was comparable to levels found
during episodes of Aw (Fig. 7A). Examination of the interaction
between state and epileptogenicity on the strength of neuronal
synchrony revealed a trend for greater strength of synchronous
discharge between epileptic neurons compared with non-epileptic
neurons during SWS and REM sleep (Fig. 7B). However, statistical analyses found no significant interaction between behavioral
state and epileptogenicity (F(2,90) ⫽ 0.49; p ⫽ 0.6). Analysis for
the effects of state alone did reveal significant state-related
changes in the strength of synchronous discharge (F(2,90) ⫽ 3.48;
p ⫽ 0.04). Figure 7B shows that pairs of neurons recorded during
episodes of SWS demonstrated greater strength of synchronous
firing compared with Aw ( p ⫽ 0.02), whereas there was no
significant difference in strength of neuronal synchrony between
episodes of SWS and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.4) or between episodes
of Aw and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.6).

Temporal lobe recording sites: hippocampus versus
subiculum versus entorhinal cortex
Table 2 shows that significant differences were found in both
firing rate (F(2,219) ⫽ 2.86; p ⫽ 0.003) and burst rate (F(2,219) ⫽
3.11; p ⫽ 0.05) between specific MTL brain areas. The mean
firing rate of Sub neurons was greater than Hip neurons (5.06 ⫾
0.59 vs 2.91 ⫾ 0.28 spikes per second; p ⫽ 0.01). Similarly, mean
burst rate of Sub neurons was greater than Hip neurons (14.12 ⫾
2.69 vs 7.47 ⫾ 1.17 bursts per minute; p ⫽ 0.05). Comparisons of
mean firing rate and burst rate between EC and Sub neurons
failed to reach statistical significance, as did the comparison
between EC and Hip neurons. Examination of the MTL recording site in relation to epileptogenicity did not reveal significant
differences in neuronal firing rates (F(2,219) ⫽ 0.37; p ⫽ 0.7) or
burst rates (F(2,219) ⫽ 0.59; p ⫽ 0.6; data not shown). Because of
the low number of simultaneously recorded neurons within each
epileptic and non-epileptic MTL area, we were unable to evaluate
each MTL recording site in relation to epileptogenicity on the
basis of neuronal synchrony.
Despite the significant differences in firing rate shown in Figure
8 A between epileptic Hip and Sub neurons compared with nonepileptic Hip and Sub neurons, the combined effects of state and
recording site did not discriminate discharge frequencies between
epileptic and non-epileptic neurons (F(4,218) ⫽ 1.03; p ⫽ 0.4).
However, in contrast to mean firing rate, further analysis showed
that the combination of state and recording site differentiated
epileptic and non-epileptic neurons on the basis of burst rate
(F(4,218) ⫽ 2.81; p ⫽ 0.03). Figure 8 B shows prominent differences
in burst firing between neurons recorded within epileptic Hip
areas compared with non-epileptic Hip areas. Epileptic Hip neurons had significantly higher burst rates compared with nonepileptic Hip neurons during episodes of both SWS ( p ⫽ 0.01)
and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.01). No difference was observed between
epileptic and non-epileptic Hip neurons during episodes of Aw,
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Figure 6. Mean firing rate and burst rate
during episodes of Aw, SWS, and REM
sleep. A, Mean firing rate of epileptic and
non-epileptic neurons during sleep–wake
states. B, Comparison of burst firing between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons
across states. C, Combination of epileptic
and non-epileptic neurons, mean firing rate,
and burst rates for each state. Burst rate was
significantly higher during episodes of SWS
compared with both Aw and REM sleep.
Episodes of Aw were found to have higher
burst rates compared with REM sleep.
*p ⫽ 0.05.

pared with both SWS ( p ⫽ 0.01) and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.05),
whereas there was no difference in firing rate between SWS and
REM sleep. Significant interactions were also found between
state and recording site on the basis of burst rate (F(4,218) ⫽ 6.05;
p ⫽ 0.0002). Both Hip and Sub neurons had higher burst rates
during episodes of SWS compared with both Aw ( p ⫽ 0.01) and
REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.01), whereas no difference in burst rate was
observed between Aw and REM sleep. Unlike both Hip and Sub,
EC neurons had higher burst rates during episodes of Aw compared with both SWS ( p ⫽ 0.05) and REM sleep ( p ⫽ 0.05).
Within EC, there was no significant difference in burst rate
between SWS and REM sleep.

Figure 7. Comparison of neuronal synchrony and strength of interaction
between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons during sleep–wake states. A,
The proportion of cross-correlograms (epileptic, n ⫽ 63 per state; nonepileptic, n ⫽ 64 per state) showing significant discharge interactions was
significantly greater between pairs of epileptic neurons compared with
non-epileptic neurons during episodes of SWS (*p ⫽ 0.04) and REM
sleep (⫹p ⫽ 0.02). The black triangle indicates that among epileptic
neurons synchronous pairs of neurons were observed during SWS significantly more often than during Aw and REM sleep. The black circle
indicates that among non-epileptic neurons significantly more pairs of
neurons showed synchronous interactions during SWS compared with
REM sleep. B, Strength of synchronous discharge interaction. Strength of
interaction was measured as the area under the central peak of the
cross-correlogram and expressed as the number of coincidences. No
difference was observed in the strength of neuron firing interaction
between neurons recorded within epileptic areas compared with nonepileptic areas. However, across all recorded neurons, episodes of SWS
were associated with greater synchronous discharge compared with episodes of Aw. *p ⫽ 0.02.

nor did we observe significant differences in burst rate between
epileptic and non-epileptic EC or Sub neurons during any of the
sleep–wake states.
Inspection of Figure 8 also revealed that there were similar
state-related changes in firing rate and burst rate between epileptic and non-epileptic neurons within each MTL area. Table 2
summarizes mean firing rate and burst rate of neurons within
each structure during Aw, SWS, and REM sleep. In regard to
firing rate, a significant interaction was found between state and
MTL recording site (F(4,218) ⫽ 3.35; p ⫽ 0.01). Neurons recorded
within EC had higher firing rates during episodes of Aw com-

DISCUSSION
This study addressed, for the first time, the question of how
sleep–waking states influence epileptogenic neuronal discharge
frequency, pattern, and synchrony in the human mesial temporal
lobe. The main findings from this study can be summarized as
follows. (1) When recordings from both waking and sleeping
periods are combined, neurons recorded within epileptic MTL
areas demonstrated higher firing rates, increased frequency of
burst discharge, and greater synchrony of discharges compared
with neurons recorded within non-epileptic MTL areas; (2) episodes of SWS and REM sleep were associated with significantly
greater synchronous firing between pairs of neurons recorded
within epileptic MTL areas compared with non-epileptic MTL
areas, whereas there was no difference in synchronous firing of
neurons recorded in epileptic versus non-epileptic areas during
waking; and (3) during sleep states, epileptic hippocampal neurons demonstrated higher burst rates compared with nonepileptic hippocampal neurons, whereas there was no difference
in burst firing rate during waking.
Although the term non-epileptic was used to categorize those
neurons recorded within an MTL area where clinical depth electrodes never recorded the onset of a seizure and MRI-identified
atrophy was absent, we cannot absolutely exclude the possibility
that a non-epileptic limbic area has never been involved in seizure
genesis. This is because our recordings spanned only a few weeks,
and all of the patients studied had seizure histories spanning
years. Therefore, the terms epileptic and non-epileptic must be
interpreted to represent areas of greater and lesser epileptogenic
potential, respectively (Engel, 1993).
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Table 2. Mean firing and burst rates (ⴞSE) for single neurons recorded within EC (n ⴝ 19), Hip (n ⴝ 42), and Sub (n ⴝ 13) during episodes of
Aw, SWS, REM sleep, and mean of all states combined
Aw
Firing rate
EC
Hip
Sub
Burst rate
EC
Hip
Sub

5.04 ⫾ 0.78SW**RS*
2.76 ⫾ 0.41
5.38 ⫾ 1.22
8.99 ⫾ 2.33SW*RS*
5.76 ⫾ 1.48
10.93 ⫾ 2.84

SWS

REM Sleep

3.20 ⫾ 0.58
3.01 ⫾ 0.48
5.59 ⫾ 0.98

3.98 ⫾ 0.71
2.94 ⫾ 0.56
4.22 ⫾ 0.88

5.58 ⫾ 1.53
9.57 ⫾ 2.30A**RS**
24.54 ⫾ 6.53A**RS**

5.46 ⫾ 1.40
7.08 ⫾ 2.23
6.90 ⫾ 1.90

Overall
4.07 ⫾ 0.41
2.91 ⫾ 0.28
5.06 ⫾ 0.59H**
6.67 ⫾ 1.04
7.47 ⫾ 1.17
14.12 ⫾ 2.69H*

The presence of superscript letters “A” (Aw), “SW” (SWS), and “RS” (REM sleep) following a value represent a significant difference between that particular state. The
presence of superscript letters “E” (EC), “H” (Hip), and “S” (Sub) following a value represent a significant difference between that particular structure. *p ⫽ 0.05; **p ⫽ 0.01.

Figure 8. Mean firing rate and burst rate of single neurons recorded in
EC, Hip, and Sub during Aw, SWS, and REM sleep. A, Comparison of
mean firing rate. B, Mean burst rate was higher among neurons recorded
from epileptic Hip compared with non-epileptic Hip across episodes of
SWS and REM sleep. No differences were observed between neurons
recorded from epileptic EC compared with non-epileptic EC or between
epileptic Sub and non-epileptic Sub. **p ⫽ 0.01.

Neuronal correlates of epileptogenicity
Studies from experimental models of epilepsy have found that
prolonged membrane depolarizations giving rise to multiple action potentials are characteristic of neurons within epileptogenic
areas (Matsumoto and Ajmone-Marsan, 1964; Jensen and Yaari,

1997; Bertram et al., 1998; Smith and Dudek, 2001). Despite the
evidence of enhanced synaptic excitability in animal models of
epilepsy, many intracellular studies of neurons within resected
human epileptogenic tissue (Schwartzkroin et al., 1983; Telfeian
et al., 1999) and in vivo interictal studies of human epileptogenic
regions (Isokawa-Akesson et al., 1989; Colder et al., 1996a,b)
found no evidence of abnormal or excessive neuronal burst firing.
However, a few studies have reported neuronal responses resembling paroxysmal depolarization shifts (Prince and Wong, 1981;
Isokawa and Levesque, 1991; Strowbridge et al., 1992). The
inconsistent findings among human studies of epilepsy (IsokawaAkesson et al., 1989; Colder et al., 1996a,b) may be attributable to
the fact that recordings were performed primarily while the
patients were awake or in states of drowsiness, potentially masking the abnormal neuronal activity associated with the more
epileptogenic brain region. Analyses of discharge properties during polysomnographically defined episodes of waking and sleep
contributed to the overall finding in this study that higher firing
rates and increased propensity for burst firing are characteristic of
human seizure-generating regions. This is particularly important
during SWS when epileptiform discharges are activated, and in
contrast, during REM sleep when epileptiform activity is restricted to the more epileptogenic region (Montplaisir et al., 1987;
Sammaritano et al., 1991).
Neurons within human MTL areas ipsilateral to the site of
seizure genesis have been observed to discharge with greater
synchrony than neurons contralateral to the site of seizure onset
by some (Isokawa-Akesson et al., 1987, 1989) but not by others
(Wyler et al., 1982; Colder et al., 1996c). By combining recordings
during episodes of Aw and sleep, the present study found significantly greater synchrony of discharges between epileptic MTL
neurons compared with non-epileptic MTL neurons. Dissimilarity among the previous studies may be attributable in part to
differences in quantification of neuronal synchrony and the time
lags within which coincident discharge was considered significant.
The increased propensity for burst firing that we observed among
epileptic neurons may have contributed to the higher incidence of
synchronous discharge. However, Colder and colleagues (1996c)
from the same studies cited above found no correlation between
neuronal burst propensity and synchrony. On the other hand,
evidence using whole-cell recordings from CA1 pyramidal cells
suggests that bursts of action potentials may facilitate presynaptic
neurotransmitter release and increase the probability of signal
transmission between neurons (Stevens and Wang, 1995; Lisman,
1997).
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Sleep–waking states and epileptogenicity
Transitions from periods of wakefulness to states of sleep, regulated by cholinergic and aminergic brainstem and basal forebrain
systems (Steriade and McCarley, 1990; Szymusiak, 1995), are
accompanied by changes in the patterns and synchrony of firing
between neurons of the corticothalamic system (Steriade et al.,
1993). During episodes of SWS, thalamocortical neurons discharge in a slow, rhythmic burst-firing mode that is transmitted to
other thalamic nuclei and modulated by corticothalamic input
resulting in widespread synchronization across neuronal assemblies (Steriade et al., 1991; Nunez et al., 1992). This global level
of synchronization is characteristically observed in cortical EEG
as ␦ oscillations. In contrast, episodes of REM sleep are accompanied by more tonic modes of neuronal discharge, synchrony
becomes more localized within neuronal networks, and cortical
EEG appears as low-amplitude fast activity (Destexhe et al.,
1999). Consistent with sleep-related changes observed in EEG at
the cortical level, in a previous study (Staba et al., 2002) and in the
present study, we found that single neurons within the human
MTL demonstrated the greatest probability for burst firing during SWS and the lowest probability during REM sleep. In addition, the present study found that synchronous firing between
MTL neurons reaches its highest levels during SWS compared
with REM sleep and that the strength of synchronous discharge
was significantly greater during SWS compared with Aw, whereas
REM sleep was intermediate. The SWS-related increase in human MTL burst firing and synchrony of discharges coincides with
sleep episodes when the probability for hippocampal sharp waves
is the greatest (Buzsaki, 1986; Suzuki and Smith, 1987). The
overall increase in neuronal activity that occurs throughout the
hippocampal–EC during sharp wave periods has also been implicated in hippocampal–neocortical communication during memory consolidation (Buzsaki, 1998).
Researchers studying the relation of behavioral state to the
occurrence of epileptiform activity have generally found that
episodes of NREM sleep activate epileptiform discharges,
whereas episodes of REM sleep are associated with a suppression
of epileptiform activity (Sammaritano et al., 1991; Shouse et al.,
1997; Malow et al., 1998; Herman et al., 2001). In agreement with
these human EEG studies, during SWS, we found significantly
greater synchrony between neurons recorded within epileptic
areas compared with neurons within non-epileptic areas, whereas
episodes of Aw did not differentiate neuronal synchrony between
epileptic neurons and non-epileptic neurons. Although synchrony
between non-epileptic neurons declined to its lowest levels during
REM sleep compared with both SWS and Aw, synchronous firing
between epileptic neurons during REM sleep did not decline
relative to Aw and was equivalent to that found during Aw (Fig.
7A). In addition, non-epileptic neuronal firing rate and burst
firing showed a precipitous decline during episodes of REM
sleep, whereas epileptic neuronal firing rate and burst rates were
consistently maintained across all states (Fig. 6 A, B). These data
provide neuronal evidence supporting the “autonomy” hypothesis that the primary epileptogenic region demonstrates stability of
epileptiform activity rates across sleep–wake states, especially
during the epileptiform-suppressing state of REM sleep (Rossi et
al., 1974; Gentilomo et al., 1975; Lieb et al., 1980).
Because all subjects in the present study were taking antiepileptic drugs, evaluation of these data must take into consideration the possible influences of anticonvulsant medications on
sleep patterns. Although there is evidence that epilepsy and
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anticonvulsant medication can influence sleep architecture (Gigli
and Gotman, 1992; Bazil et al., 2000; Sammaritano and Sherwin,
2000), characterization of neuronal activity was based on stable,
10 min episodes of wakefulness, SWS, and REM sleep that were
clearly defined by standard polysomnographic criteria.

Mesial temporal lobe structures and epileptogenicity
Studies investigating the involvement of the entorhinal–hippocampal loop in seizure genesis have found each of these MTL
areas capable of initiating and propagating epileptiform activity
(Walther et al., 1986; Spencer and Spencer, 1994; Nagao et al.,
1996). We found higher firing rates among epileptic Hip and Sub
neurons across all states compared with non-epileptic homotopic
sites, and higher burst rates among epileptic EC and Hip neuron
across all states compared with non-epileptic EC and Hip sites,
respectively (Fig. 8). However, significant differences in burst
firing were found only between epileptic and non-epileptic Hip
when we examined the combined effects of recording site and
state on epileptogenicity; sleep states differentiated epileptogenic
Hip burst firing, whereas episodes of Aw did not. Differences in
local circuit interactions within each MTL structure (Traub et al.,
1985; Dhillon and Jones, 2000; Harris and Stewart, 2001) and
differences in the severity of damage across MTL areas that are
associated with chronic epileptic seizures (Mathern et al., 1996)
may explain our finding of differences in epileptogenicity between
Hip and other MTL areas.
Comparison of discharge properties of neurons in Hip, Sub,
and EC revealed several interesting differences. Several authors
have reported that neurons within the non-primate subiculum
show a propensity for burst firing (Mason, 1993; Behr et al., 1996).
Consistent with these non-primate findings, in the present study
human Sub neurons had significantly higher firing rates and burst
rates compared with Hip neurons, whereas EC was intermediate.
In addition, we observed that both Sub and Hip neurons had the
greatest propensity for burst firing during SWS compared with
Aw and REM sleep, similar to the SWS-related bursts found in
neurons of the corticothalamic system (Steriade et al., 1993;
Weyand et al., 2001). Conversely, EC neurons demonstrated
higher firing rates and burst firing during Aw compared with both
sleep states, counter to the observations of Ravagnati et al. (1979)
who reported that human EC neurons had the highest firing rates
during episodes of REM sleep. The diversity of cell types with
different discharge properties that have been described within the
EC may account for these discrepancies (Gloveli et al., 1997;
Frank et al., 2001).

Conclusion
As observed previously from human EEG studies, the present
study shows that MTL single-neuron burst firing and synchrony of
discharges remain elevated even during epileptiform-suppressing
episodes of REM sleep and provides neuronal evidence that the
primary epileptogenic region is relatively more autonomous than
non-primary regions. Investigations are needed to determine how
well the single-neuron discharge properties that we reported
reflect the network activity of the neuronal populations that make
up the epileptogenic region, and how the modulating effect of the
sleep–wake cycle may enhance epileptogenicity to precipitate
ictal events. Animal experiments have shown that single neurons
are capable of initiating and synchronizing the activity of the
local neuronal population (Miles and Wong, 1983; Cobb et al.,
1995). The increased propensity for single-neuron burst firing
combined with greater synchronous firing between MTL neurons
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during SWS and REM sleep may augment signal transmission
across neuronal networks in areas of seizure onset and create a
lower threshold for initiation and spread of ictal discharges.
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